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Future Internet technologies for Environmental Applications

Abstract

This paper investigates the usability of Future Internet technologies (aka “Generic Enablers of the Future Internet”) in the context of environmental applications. The paper incorporates the best aspects of the state-of-the-art in environmental informatics with geospatial solutions and scalable processing capabilities of Internet-based tools. It specifically targets the promotion of the “Environmental Observation Web” as an observation-centric paradigm for building the next generation of environmental applications. In the Environmental Observation Web, the great majority of data are considered as observations. These can be generated from sensors (hardware), numerical simulations (models), as well as by humans (human sensors). Independently from the observation provenance and application scope, data can be represented and processed in a standardised way in order to understand environmental processes and their interdependencies. The development of cross-domain applications is then leveraged by technologies such as Cloud Computing, Internet of Things, Big Data Processing and Analytics. For example, “the cloud” can satisfy the peak-performance needs of applications which may occasionally use large amounts of processing power at a fraction of the price of a dedicated server farm. The paper also addresses the need for Specific Enablers that connect mainstream Future Internet capabilities with sensor and geospatial technologies. Main categories of such Specific Enablers are described with an overall architectural approach for developing environmental applications and exemplar use cases.
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**Software and/or data availability:**


*Developers:* The FI-WARE and ENVIROFI Consortia.

*Contact information:* Those interested should address individual project partners responsible of each specific enabler and/or application as indicated on the FI-WARE and ENVIROFI catalogue sites.

*Hardware required:* Smartphone device for mobile applications; computer (farm) for the backend.

*Software required:* Android or Internet browser for the GUI components; Linux or Windows OS (usually hosted on “the cloud”) for backend.

*Program language:* Multiple programming languages.

*Availability and cost:* Users can access directly to the catalogue to download Generic and Specific Enablers, applications, technical documents and user manuals. Please note that not all enablers have the same status of implementation, maturity or user licensing.
1. Introduction

In the course of the past four decades, we have witnessed a continuous evolution of geospatial information technologies for the support of earth and environmental sciences (Budhathoki et al., 2008). Starting from enhanced Geospatial Information System (GIS) desktop solutions, via Spatial Data Infrastructures (SDIs) of varying maturity, we are moving towards innovative technologies to realise the next-generation Digital Earth vision (Goodchild et al., 2012). Now, the pervasive connectivity promised by the Cloud Computing paradigm, the Internet of Things (IoT) phenomenon, and Big Data innovations might lead to disruptive changes in the design and development of data-intensive applications (Douglas, 2001). In this article, we will refer to a set of related emerging technology and standards as the Future Internet (FI).

Environmental applications often process large collections of data sets. Earth Observation data, from sensors with ever-growing spatial, temporal and radiometric resolution, gets combined with complex environmental models and simulations at all scales. Until recently, such processing chains were unthinkable without domain-specific technology and tailored solutions to process and handle large data sets, and consequently of interest or affordable only for a small number of professionals and institutions. This situation may radically change in the not-so-distant future as Future Internet technologies excel at processing unformatted, scarcely populated, and uncertain data sets. Such data is rare in the orderly world of the “old” Environmental Informatics but omnipresent today due to the Internet, the improved connectivity of electronic devices, and the increasing role of citizen-generated data for many emerging environmental applications.

These ongoing trends trigger changes in the environmental sector. Research undertaken by the authors indicated that (especially governmental) environmental organisations are facing the following data stewardship challenges:

- How are we to address the increasing societal expectations and legal requirements for data gathering, processing and dissemination with limited budgets (in public sector) and resources?
- How can societal expectations for data quality be met while supporting an increasing number of citizen observatories (Volunteered Geographic Information) and citizen science initiatives without jeopardising existing business models and reputations?
- How can we harness data with varying degrees of quality from diverse sources including citizen observatories and public government sources without compromising the quality of our own results?

At the abstract level, the answer to these challenges is clear: (1) sensor data gathering, quality assurance, and dissemination has to be optimized; (2) the business models of all stakeholders must be adopted to a situation where data is abundant and cheap; and (3) model developers must learn how to deal with auxiliary observations of low- and even unknown- data quality. At the technological level, one part of the solution is provided by the Future Internet technology.

To make the best use of both, geospatial and Future Internet technologies, we have to investigate new directions for designing and developing environmental software applications. While Big Data
challenges still have to be addressed within the environmental domain (Hampton et al., 2013; Chen and Zhang, 2014), we have to provide holistic, flexible and scalable solutions that apply to a wide audience and ultimately enable multi-disciplinary research that is requested by initiatives such as the Global System Science\(^1\) and Future Earth\(^2\). It will be essential to cross the artificial boundaries between current sectors, interconnect already existing systems, and break technical as well as organisational barriers.

Anticipating these developments, Havlik et al. (2011) suggested a paradigm shift towards a data-centric Environmental Observation Web, where the output of processing and modelling services, as well as the data provided by humans and from hardware sensors are (almost) always modelled as observations. The Environmental Observation Web should account for semantically enriched content, modularized environmental simulations and content contributed by citizens. It shall enable the consumption, production and re-use of environmental observations in cross-domain applications. The design of a multi-style service-oriented-architecture was identified as a major challenge to facilitate existing generic Information and Communication Technology (ICT) solutions, enable robustness and scalability, and increase the interoperability between already existing systems (Usländer et al., 2010).

With this article, we present our experiences with the development of FI-enabled Environmental Observation Web specifications, services and applications. We summarise the technical challenges for the construction of an Environmental Observation Web, including the access to crowd-sourced environmental observations, handling of heterogeneous data sources, and data processing at varying aggregation levels. Furthermore, we outline our development methodology together with the resulting architecture and service specifications. This work provides a crucial step in combining generic Future Internet technologies with functionality that is specific to earth and environmental sciences.

The remainder of this article is organised as follows: Section 2 introduces the key elements of the Future Internet processing paradigm, from the Environmental Informatics perspective. Section 3 outlines key characteristics of an FI-enabled environmental architecture. Examples of environmental use cases and actual application prototypes illustrating the advantages of the proposed architecture are shown in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 presents the key outcomes of our work and identifies follow-up research activities.

2. Relevant technologies and standards of the Future Internet

In 2011, the European Commission (EC) initiated an ambitious 5-year “Future Internet – Public Private Partnership” (FI-PPP\(^3\)) programme. The FI-PPP programme aims to deliver economic benefits from fast to ultra-fast Internet based interoperable applications (EC, 2011). The high-level objectives of the FI-PPP are: (1) to improve key Information and ICT infrastructures of Europe’s economy and society; (2) to foster a European-scale Internet-enabled market and service economy; (3) to propel the creation and provision of FI-enabled services and applications over and across domain sectors,

---
\(^1\) http://global-systems-science.org
\(^2\) http://www.icsu.org/future-earth
\(^3\) http://www.fi-ppp.eu
businesses and stakeholders; and (4) to integrate and harmonize the relevant policy, legal and regulatory frameworks.

One of the main expected outcomes of the FI-PPP programme is the service-oriented analysis and design of an infrastructure comprising of reusable software components, so-called Generic Enablers (GEs) that can be used and combined in a flexible way for developing mash-up applications. GEs are general-purpose software components, i.e. implementations of services with open, standard interfaces, which can be reused in different domain sectors. According to the classification of Bieberstein et al (2006), GEs belong to the Component Layer of service-oriented analysis and design methodologies, which means that GEs encompass service engineering aspects. In this sense, they enable the design and engineering of smart applications based on Future Internet technologies. GE specifications and reference implementations are developed and promoted by the FI-WARE project, while instances of GEs are deployed in the FI-WARE platform. All specifications and many of the reference implementations shall be freely available as open documentation/open source. For example, the FI-WARE Lab provides working instances of GEs to quickly develop and test enabler-based applications on top of the FI-WARE platform, and FI-WARE Accelerators are a promising way to ease networking and community engagement for developing FI-based applications targeted to specific domains. A variety of similar projects are harnessing the potentials of Cloud Computing and Big Data handling facilities to provide the next generation of data- and computing-intensive applications, such as the UK Environmental Virtual Observatory project (Vitolo et al., 2015), the US Earth Cube initiative, and the Global Earth Observation System of Systems (GEOSS).

GEs in FI-WARE are structured along architectural groups or chapters (see Fig. 1): Cloud Hosting (data storage), Data/Context Management (Big Data processing and analytics), IoT Services Enablement, Applications/Services Ecosystem Delivery Framework (registry, discovery and composition of services and applications), Security and Interface to Networks and Devices (security aspects and communication protocols). FI-WARE architectural chapters are highly independent from each other, and may heavily differ in terms of the standards, technologies, data models, data representations, and interaction patterns used. The variety of standards and preferred technology may be potentially seen as an integration issue. However, the specification of GEs relies strongly on open specifications and robust Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) that allow developers to access and integrate them easily. In addition, GEs are application- and use-case agnostic in the sense that no domain-specific semantics has been a priori taken into account for designing GEs. That is, GEs capture the commonalities of several application domains (e.g. environment, agriculture, energy).

---

4 http://www.fi-ware.org
5 http://lab.fi-ware.org
6 http://www.fi-ware.org/accelerators
8 http://www.earthobservations.org/geoss.shtml
9 http://catalogue.fi-ware.eu
The bottom-line idea is that GEs abstract Cloud Computing, IoT low-level implementation details and Big Data handling capabilities through open specifications and APIs. In fact, GEs are particular instances of types of utility computing. For example, the Cloud Hosting chapter provides developers with GEs for data storage and management on cloud platforms; the Data/Context Management chapter introduces GEs for processing of event streams, performing map-reduce analysis of data and analysing unstructured data; and the IoT Services Enablement chapter aims to make a large number of distributed and heterogeneous “things” available, searchable, accessible and usable. Users and developers can make use of these types of GEs in their applications and harness the potential of Future Internet technologies.

The environmental domain area was recognized as one of the central application domains within the FI-PPP programme\(^\text{10}\) framework of the EC. This domain was represented by the ENVIROFI project\(^\text{11}\). An analysis of the FI-WARE capabilities from the point of view of the environmental domain has been initially prepared in the scope of the project and its validity illustrated in various follow-up projects of the authors (see acknowledgments). In this section, we present key Future Internet technologies pertinent to Cloud Computing, IoT, and Big Data, including the identified challenges and open issues for bringing Future Internet capabilities closer to geospatial and environmental services as well as applications. Where applicable, these findings were updated to reflect the authors’ findings since the ENVIROFI project end in 2013.

### 2.1 Cloud Computing
Cloud Computing refers to computing as a service that meets essential needs and requirements of cross-domain applications (Buyya et al., 2009). Offered by cloud providers various types of computing services are available for stakeholders. This includes (i) software as a service (SaaS), where applications are delivered as services over the Internet (e.g. Google Maps), (ii) platforms as a service (PaaS), where cloud providers deliver an entire computing platform for developing and running applications (e.g. Google App Engine), and (iii) infrastructures as a service (IaaS) that comprises the underlying hardware and system resources (e.g. data centres) needed to support PaaS and SaaS, such as Amazon EC2/S3. The key benefit of Cloud Computing is the provision of ready-to-use, scalable and

\(^{10}\) [http://www.fi-ppp.eu/](http://www.fi-ppp.eu/)

\(^{11}\) [http://www.envirofi.eu](http://www.envirofi.eu)
on-demand services to a wide range of stakeholders who are oblivious to technical details and the underlying complexity.

Yang et al. (2011; 2013) recently reviewed research results on Cloud Computing to address particular needs in geospatial and Digital Earth applications (Goodchild et al., 2012). The authors noted that the combination of service-oriented architecture(s) with cloud computing faces the challenges of storage and scalability in a global context, thereby reflecting the community’s need to manage large-scale collections of observations and processed data from environmental models and data fusion services. Wen et al. (2013) implemented an open cloud-based environment to let users create, deploy and share their own cloud-based geographic analyses models.

In terms of synergies between Cloud Computing and environmental sciences, Sun (2013) described a step-by-step migration of a small-scale watershed management system from traditional client-server architecture to cloud-based services. Wang et al. (2013) explored remote sensing processing methods and strategies for large-scale meteorological monitoring in real-time and natural disaster warning scenarios. These authors concluded that the use of Cloud Computing is especially effective when the management of huge volumes of data and distributed parallel processing are essential requirements. Fustes et al. (2014) took advantage of cloud resources for data, and processing-intensive marine applications, such as the detection and localization of marine spills by combining remote sensing methods with advanced segmentation algorithms within a cloud platform.

Nevertheless, several issues and technology challenges still require the realisation of computing as a utility service. Improvements on performance, security and privacy as well as quality of service are unavoidable requirements for future cloud-based developments (Buyya et al., 2009; Zhang et al., Moreno-Vozmediano et al., 2013). These concerns are addressed, e.g. by Srirama et al. (2012), who proposed to transform existing scientific computing algorithms into native algorithms that can successfully exploit the cloud platform’s benefits. Buyya et al. (2009) highlighted the need for a marketplace that brings together cloud providers and consumers; allowing the registration, publication and discovery of cloud services. Sections 3 and 4 emphasize how Future Internet technology embraces the computing utility vision for environmental services and applications, through the design and implementation of Specific Enablers and services that seamlessly exploit Cloud Computing capabilities. By doing so, we aim to make environmental application development easier by fostering the reuse of cloud-based enablers, which aligns with the European Cloud Computing Strategy12 to promote the rapid adoption of Cloud Computing in all market sectors (including the space, geospatial and environmental sectors) to boost productivity and assure economic sustainability.

2.2 Internet of Things
The second relevant trend is the Internet of Things (IoT) phenomenon. IoT covers a wide range of technologies and envisions a variety of “things” or objects, which are physically and/or virtually interrelated and are able to communicate with each other to deliver a new class of applications and services (Atzori et al., 2010). Because of the heterogeneity of the technology, the IoT paradigm encompasses different visions with distinct enabling technologies. Atzori et al. (2010) give a network-centric vision on the IoT paradigm while focusing on communication technologies such as

12 http://www.cloudforeurope.eu
identification and tracking or wireless networks. The authors identified several open issues concerning networking aspects in the sense of enabling interoperability among diverse and heterogeneous devices. Miorandi et al. (2012) provided a recent update on technologies, applications and research challenges from a network-centric perspective.

In contrast to the network-centric vision described above, the IoT paradigm favours a thing-centric perspective, in which services associated to things are central. These services manage large data streams captured by smart objects or things with the support of cloud infrastructure. Instead of being disjoint paradigms, one key aspect is the integration of IoT with Cloud Computing in the form of SaaS-like value-added services (Miorandi et al., 2012; Gubbi et al., 2013). The ENVIROFI platform follows a thing-centric vision for using IoT in geospatial and environmental applications. It provides a set of enablers (SaaS-like) that encapsulate IoT low-level communication protocols to application developers through open specifications and APIs. In this way the rapid creation and deployment of IoT-based environmental applications on cloud infrastructures is fostered.

Apart from the integration of Cloud Computing and IoT, most studies perceive participatory sensing (also referred to as user-generated data and crowdsourcing), data fusion and data analytics as challenging capabilities to be integrated in the context of IoT (Atzori et al., 2012). Undoubtedly, there is great value in engaging people in the collection of data to increase their awareness of environmental issues. This is limited by the lack of data fusion and modelling services that could intelligently integrate user-generated observations (e.g. from smart devices), measurements (e.g. from sensor stations), and reference data (e.g. from institutional data repositories) in a generic way. This much-needed capability will in principle provide reliable input to decision-making processes in the wider scope of environmental management such as water network monitoring and quality assurance of drinking water or monitoring of urban transport, air quality and traffic noise pollution. For instance, networks of people and smart objects could work collaboratively to sense and produce meaningful data for monitoring air quality in cities (Predic et al., 2013).

As far as the implementation of services is concerned, standards-based web service implementations are widely considered to support the development of flexible and dynamic services for environmental modelling applications (Granell et al., 2010; Goodall et al., 2011; Goodall et al., 2013; Castronova et al., 2013; Granell et al., 2013). The service abstraction can successfully enable ready-to-use, on-demand services that utilize Cloud Computing and IoT capabilities. The application of service-oriented architecture (SOA) principles represents a very powerful approach for creating environmental applications based on services that rely on Cloud Computing and IoT paradigms. Nevertheless, it would still require suitable methods for discovering, deploying and composing services at run-time to support all stages of the application life cycle.

The Environmental Observation Web equally fits into the SOA and IoT principles. For example, the Sensor Web Enablement (SWE) standard specifications of the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) enable the discovery of sensors and their observations, exchange and processing of such observations, as well as tasking of sensors and sensor network systems (Bröring et al., 2011). The predominant role of SWE standards in designing environmental software applications has been widely validated (Usländer et al., 2010; Hill et al, 2011; Chen et al., 2012; Diaz et al., 2013), together with mature implementations of SWE-based services in a wide range of environmental domain applications (OGC SWE report, 2013). Despite these advances, Havlík et al. (2011, p. 3876) posed the
question whether “environmental applications do not use the decentralized and collaborative nature of today’s Internet to its maximal extent. Consequently, the actual exploitation of environmental observations and systems lags behind the increasing demands for timely and contextually aware information delivery”. Since the term “sensor”, as defined in the OGC SWE observation and measurement model, is flexible enough to include any sort of observational data, physical devices and things, while being capable of maintaining standardized definitions for domain-specific parameters and variables, it became the data model of choice to collect, query, access, and publish observations in the domain of the Environmental Observation Web.

2.3 Big Data

Big Data immediately emerges when the notion of Environmental Observation Web, IoT, and Cloud Computing are discussed. Even though several definitions of Big Data have been proposed over the past years, there is no agreed definition of Big Data yet. From the emerging literature (Laney, 2001; Dumbill, 2013; Mayer-Schönberger and Cukier, 2013; Kitchin, 2014), a number of characteristics are common to most definitions: Big Data is huge in volume, is created in near real-time (data streams being continuously generated and collected), diverse in variety (being structured and unstructured in nature), and exhaustive in scope (capturing entire populations or at least larger datasets).

For many, Big Data handling capabilities would open up an entirely new approach of doing science based on data-intensive analysis and discovery (Hey et al., 2009). Indeed many research efforts are now directed towards the development of enabling technologies or paradigms to support requirements for Big Data handling. New strategies for databases have been experimented with both, the so called NoSQL databases such as Google BigTables (Chang et al., 2006) and its successors (e.g. CouchDB13). One advantage is that they allow working with unstructured data, and array databases (Baumann and Holsten, 2012) designed for scientific applications where multi-dimensional structures are common. Specific solutions for Big Data analytics have been developed, based on mobile code such as in the European Grid Infrastructure (EGI14), the Earth System Grid Federation (ESGF15) infrastructure (Cinquini et al., 2014) and middleware (including FI-WARE GEs) through optimized SQL extensions such as in the FP7 EarthServer16 raster query language (Baumann et al., 2015) or through PaaS cloud solutions specifically tailored to Earth Science, such as Google Earth Engine17. Nevertheless, compared to dedicated GIS-enabled relational databases, geospatial processing capabilities of current Big Data solutions, such as NoSQL databases, are still extremely limited (Yang et al., 2011; 2013).

While these solutions address mainly the volume and velocity axes, other architectural and technological solutions are aiming to address the variety of dimensions to handle heterogeneous datasets. Brokered architectures provide a valuable solution for efficiently connecting existing infrastructures (Nativi et al., 2013) and providing large amounts of heterogeneous resources to big System of Systems such as the Global Earth Observation System of Systems (GEOSS). Access to the collection of GEOSS datasets was made possible through the adoption of a brokered architecture

---

13 http://couchdb.apache.org
14 http://www.egi.eu
15 http://esgf.org
16 http://earthserver.eu
17 http://earthengine.google.org
composed of a set of components referred to as the GEO Discovery and Access Broker (GEO, 2012), which are based on the same FI technology adopted for some Specific Enablers (Section 3).

Environmental sciences are also embracing Big Data technology (Vitolo et al., 2015). Steed et al. (2013) described a visual analytics system, called the Exploratory Data analysis ENvironment (EDEN), for the analysis of complex Earth system simulation data sets. Hampton et al. (2013) encouraged ecologists to join in global initiatives to address scientific and societal problems by publishing their small data sets in big repositories in order to harness the power of collective Big Data. If such data is considered this valuable, surely equivalent benefits could be gained by collecting, sharing and integrating data generated at several scales by other communities including volunteering citizens (Scholes et al., 2012). Through crowdsourcing-oriented platforms and mobile technologies, citizens at different levels of technical expertise are empowered to collect, produce, and publish environmental that can be used by scientific communities. Participatory sensing and crowdsourcing demonstrate the value of sharing small and localized observations that, when aggregated in Big Data repositories, build a deeper and broader understanding of environmental phenomena.

Along the same lines Havlik et al. (2011) observed the importance of user communities in generating valuable environmental data. They noted, though, that “these communities’ environmental observations represent a wealth of information which is currently hardly used or used only in isolation and therefore in need for integration with other information sources. Only then, it will lead to a new paradigm shift from a mere Sensor Web to an Observation Web.” (Havlik et al., 2011; p. 3874). The challenges of using citizen-generated data are similar to traditional data sharing and data integration challenges which are more generally present in Big Data analytics, service-oriented architectures and Cloud Computing (Granell, 2014). In the intersection of Big Data and crowdsourcing, the examples of FI-enabled environmental applications in Section 4 make the case for combining user-generated, contextualised, and local data (e.g. user’s location, objects around one’s vicinity, etc.) captured by mobile applications along with large sensor observational data.

Future Internet technologies — Cloud Computing, IoT, and Big Data handling — are gradually transforming the way environmental software applications are being developed, deployed and shared. These new approaches become even more necessary when multi-disciplinary teams are involved in the development of environmental applications. For example, the combination of weather and chemical models to estimate air quality and predict pollution exposures is currently not supported. The integration of climate change scenarios and ecosystems data to predict how biodiversity is affected (Nativi et al., 2009) requires ICT infrastructures and enabling technology to support such multi-disciplinary scenarios.

3. Reusable Enablers for Environmental Applications

In the scope of FI-PPP programme, we (the authors of this article) and the rest of the ENVIROFI team performed a thorough analysis of the requirements of the Environmental Observation Web. This analysis explored EU-wide and world-wide initiatives such as the Group of Earth Observations (GEO18), Shared Environmental Information Systems (SEIS19), Infrastructure for Spatial Information in

18 http://www.earthobservations.org
the European Community (INSPIRE\textsuperscript{20}, EC, 2007), and ongoing trends towards democratization of the Environment Informatics through citizens science and citizens observatories (Dickinson and Bonny, 2012; Roy et al., 2012; Science Communication Unit, 2013). In the next step, we mapped these requirements on the FI capabilities, provided the environmental domain specific requirements to FI-WARE, and laid the foundation for the FI-enabled Environmental Observation Web, in which environmental data from sensor observations, user-generated observations or phenomenological models are made available and accessible in a standardized format. The key elements of the resulting architecture are discussed hereafter.

3.1 Architecture of the Environmental Applications

Environmental information infrastructures are characterised by longevity, and in many cases large scale. For example, an in-situ monitoring system often covers very large areas, different Earth representations (coordinate reference systems, resolution, data models, etc.), and a typical life time of such systems is measured in decades. As new functionality is added, environmental infrastructures inevitably grow more and more heterogeneous over time. Addressing heterogeneity at every level (interfaces, metadata and data models, formats, coordinate reference systems, ontologies, etc.) is the main requirement for a data sharing system in the environmental and Earth science domain. Two general approaches are possible for addressing the heterogeneity issue: (i) standardisation that defines common specifications for interfaces, metadata and data models; and (ii) mediation that adapts and harmonises heterogeneous interfaces, metadata and data models.

Standardisation helps, but we cannot resolve the issues by standardisation alone. The provision and adoption of common specifications require that participating organizations are strongly committed in their adoption (e.g. for legal enforcement, or for strong interest due to clear and immediate benefits from data sharing), and that they have high ICT expertise, since specifications for large and heterogeneous domains are unavoidably complex. In the case of the environmental and Earth science domains, data providers and users generally have an interest in sharing data inside their own communities through dedicated infrastructures, without a specific commitment to participate in overarching data sharing initiatives. Moreover, the standardisation process is usually very slow compared to the rapid pace of ICT development. Consequently, the standardisation at the technology level is virtually impossible and the environmental information infrastructures will remain heterogeneous at the technology level in the foreseeable future (Bleier et al., 2009).

Mediation is possible if and only if the harmonisation and adaption of interfaces, metadata and data models is theoretically and practically feasible. First, this means that distinct data models must be correctly modelled and mapped to a higher-level conceptual model that can be used to reconcile the heterogeneous implementations. Second, the number of interfaces, metadata and data models must be kept as small as possible to efficiently develop and maintain the middleware mediators that bridge distinct components and systems. The standardisation and harmonisation of the data models is a pre-requisite for mediation and these two approaches are just two aspects of the overall architectural approach in which a single conceptual architecture can be mapped to multiple implementation architectures.

\textsuperscript{20} http://inspire.ec.europa.eu
The ENVIROFI approach brings standardisation and mediation to a new level where co-existence of different technologies within a single application is a rule rather than exception (ENVIROFI Consortium D4.2, 2012). On the standardisation side, we first set out a generic environmental monitoring and decision lifecycle process based upon the INSPIRE lifecycle service perspective (manage, observe, publish/discovery, compose/analyse), and we extended it with a step for acting and notification, i.e. making decisions to initiate actions and issuing notifications (Fig. 2). The exploration of the different steps (manage, observe, publish, etc.) helped us identify relevant interfaces, metadata and data models from standardisation bodies and consortia such as the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and the OGC, and communities such as INSPIRE (EC, 2007) working groups and the Taxonomic Databases Working Group (TDWG) standards21. This exploratory activity provided us a set of specifications for modelling most of the observational data handled in the earth and environmental science domains.

The environmental monitoring and decision lifecycle served as a framework for the generalisation of use case functionality from the various environmental pilot applications (Fig. 3). For example, the identification of the main functions required for observing, discovery, publishing and so on. During this exercise, mediation played a crucial role because it allowed us to access existing infrastructures and mediate between different interfaces, metadata and data models published, building a so-called system of systems in a brokered or mediation approach to conveniently exploit resources from existing infrastructure and platforms, as the case of the GEs deployed in the FI-WARE platform. The resulting combination of architectural approaches contributed to standardisation activities under CEN/TC289 TR 15449 on Spatial Data Infrastructure (CEN/TC289, 2011; CEN/TC289, 2012), and ISO/TC211 19119 Geospatial Services (ISO 19119, 2013).

![Environmental Monitoring and Decision Lifecycle](image)

Fig 2: ENVIROFI approach to the identification of Specific Enablers according to the environmental monitoring and decision lifecycle

21 TDWG is part of the Biodiversity Information Standards ([http://www.tdwg.org](http://www.tdwg.org)) and should not be confused with the in Thematic Domain Working Groups of INSPIRE.
3.2 Enabler-centric view

Since the main part of the work presented here was performed within the scope of the FI-PPP programme, we decided to use the FI-PPP naming scheme for “Enablers” throughout the article. In a broader sense, enablers are either network-enabled software components featuring open, standard interfaces, which can be re-used and combined in a flexible way, or cyber-physical systems linking such software components with a specific hardware. Conceptually, they smoothly encapsulate and enable the use and combination of Cloud Computing, IoT, and Big Data handling for developing software applications in different domain sectors. From a functional perspective, such a commonly agreed and re-usable set of enablers is a welcome contribution to environmental system-of-systems that may drastically cut down the development and maintenance costs of environmental applications as well as improve interoperability.

Generic Enablers introduced in Section 2 are general-purpose software components which can be reused in different domain sectors. Per analogy, the Specific Enablers (SEs) are reusable and commonly shared functional building blocks which are specific for a certain domain. All SEs described in this work are pertinent to the environmental and geospatial fields. The establishment of links and synergies between GEs and SEs is vital to the realization of enabler-based environmental applications. Following the FI-WARE example, the environmental SEs are also broken into thematic groups or chapters based on the type of functionality and role they provide in the realm of environmental applications.

3.3 Design and implementation of Environmental Specific Enablers

The classification of SEs emerged from the combination of different forces. We first captured specific requirements from the three ENVIROFI pilot applications thorough a proven analysis methodology (accompanied by other requirements from wider initiatives such as Copernicus, INSPIRE, GEOSS and continuous consultation activities (e.g. surveys, meetings, workshops22) with interested stakeholders over the course of the project. Combined with this, the environmental monitoring and decision lifecycle framework in Section 3.1 was crucial to identify key functionality and standards, data models and service interfaces specifications used in the environmental and geospatial domains.

By combining these different techniques, we identified the list of potential SEs and clustered them into functionally similar groups or chapters illustrated in Fig 3. This allowed us to identify overlapping functionality offered by the GEs and SEs at design time and to focus on really new SEs for environmental applications.

---

Fig. 3: Environmental application development is based on the pool of SEs and GEs which abstract environmental specific functionalities and cross-domain functionalities respectively.

The six thematic groups or architectural chapters that classify SEs are: GEO-VGI (geo-referenced data collection applications and crowd-sourcing), Tagging (semantic tagging tools), Mediation (mediators, harvesters and mediators), Fusion (fusion tools for heterogeneous data sources), Notification (event detection and notification), and Geospatial Services. In subsequent development, we identified the software which already implements much of the required functionality and focused our work accordingly:

- SEs related to event detection and notification (Notification) and semantic tagging tools (Tagging) were awarded own architectural chapters because such functionalities are commonly found in many environmental applications. Our later experiences with counterpart GEs have shown that most of the functionality of the environmental SEs pertinent to these chapters can be adequately substituted by more generic Future Internet solutions, although a domain-specific “profiles” will be needed at least at the level of the data model and in some cases at the level of geo-enablement. For example, event subscription based on geographic area is badly missing in the Pub/Sub GE specifications (within the Data/Context management chapter), but adding such functionality to generic event handling GEs would probably requires less effort than maintaining a separate set of geospatial notification services.
• In addition, the Geospatial Services thematic group introduces the SEs for provisioning and storage of environmental observations and measurements. These SEs are based on well-known OGC service specifications (e.g. WMS, WFS, and WPS). Since multiple commercial and open source implementations of related specification already exist, they were re-used without changes.

• Finally, the Mediation (mediators, harvesters and mediators) thematic group introduces a collection of brokers, connectors and mediator services which support protocols and data models found in the environmental domain. Although a similar functionality is foreseen within the FI-WARE architecture, the mediation between GEs, SEs and the existing environmental services and Spatial Data Infrastructures has to be implemented by the environmental and geospatial ICT community. The mediation group also includes well-established services such as ERDDAP\(^{23}\) and GI-* (GI star) Discovery and Access brokering suite\(^{24}\), which can be used “as is” or with modest adaptation efforts in different environmental applications.

Consequently, most of the development effort within the ENVIROFI project has been invested in the following two thematic groups.

**GEO-VGI (geo-referenced data collection applications and crowd-sourcing)** refers to SEs which provide ways to record and archive environmental geo-referenced measurements for later use by other SEs such as fusion services. Typically, these SEs are used together to realize mobile Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI) applications which combine local situation awareness, crowdsourcing of the observations (participatory sensing), and crowd-tasking to provide additional information and to assess the quality of the already provided observations (Havlik et al., 2013b). The set of SEs facilitates integration of data and processing capabilities realised by third party services and provides a way to push alerts and task requests to selected users. In particular these SEs share a common data model similar to the standardized OGC Observation & Measurements (O&M, ISO 19156, 2011) data model, but the service access interface is RESTful and the input and output data is encoded in GeoJSON rather than in XML. The feasibility of encoding observations in O&M and accessing them over OGC Sensor Observation Service (SOS), as well as the interaction with the event processing and dispatching GEs have been demonstrated (Havlik et al., 2013a). Indeed, the versatility and flexibility of OGC standards based specifications and data models are seen as a way to ease working with large, heterogeneous amounts of data as they integrate metadata information and standard definitions of domain-specific variables and uncertainties (Vitolo et al., 2015).

**Fusion (fusion tools for heterogeneous data sources)** includes a wide range of enablers to cover functionality as diverse as pre-processing, feature extraction, situation assessment, modelling and prediction services, preparing, and aggregating environmental data into formats suitable for use by human end users and automated services such as alert services.

Considering the size and diversity of the environmental and geospatial informatics sectors, the list of 20+ SEs which have been designed, developed and satisfactorily tested in the project represents only a tip of the iceberg. Nevertheless, the lessons learned are really interesting: all but the core services


supporting the geospatial data manipulation and processes and the specialised data fusion and modelling services, can be adequately implemented by using GEs – either “as is” or with minimal changes. In other words, it is reasonable to expect that the FI technology stack will soon provide a backbone for a great majority of new environmental applications. More information on individual SEs and on the ways these SEs can be used in applications can be found on the ENVIROFI Catalogue

4. Examples of Future Internet enabled Environmental Applications
This section presents some concrete examples of environmental applications and application prototypes which (can) profit from the use of Future Internet technologies – including, but not limited to the concrete FI-WARE GEs. Section 4.1 includes a detailed analysis of the roles of individual GEs and SEs in the “Biodiversity” application prototype (Schleidt et al., 2013). Other application examples in Section 4.2 are presented at a higher level of abstraction, without going into the details of the implementation architecture.

4.1 Biodiversity application

4.1.1 ENVIROFI-BIO functional description
The Biodiversity application prototype (ENVIROFI-BIO) was designed to allow users with varying degrees of knowledge about biodiversity to both receive and provide data in a simple interactive manner, through a smartphone app. The app targeted the amateurs interested in discovering and tracking the biodiversity in their neighbourhood, as well as the professionals interested in the long term monitoring. The species list was limited to trees, because initial tree lists for the test locations were easily available and because the number of involved species was considered irrelevant for the purpose of technology testing. It has been tested on three scenarios at different scale:

- The Vienna Trees app cover the Vienna city and utilizes the data (e.g. tree cadastres) provided under the city of Vienna’s Open Government Data.
- The Citizens in Tuscany app uses Open Data from the city of Florence to cover rural areas in the Tuscany region.
- Finally, the usability for scientists was tested in the Long Term Ecological Research (LTER) site Zöbelboden, where various attributes pertaining to trees are regularly monitored over a long time period.

Users can obtain information in interesting tree species and biodiversity habitat in a specific region with respect to their current location or a different location they are considering visiting. This allows users for example to examine locations of tree species and habitat occurrence records and to view detailed information about observations on them. The queried data can be filtered based on the user’s interests, and displayed either in tabular form or using interactive maps (Fig. 4a).

---

26 The ENVIROFI-BIO app is currently a working prototype on the Android platform. For further information and download, please refer to the ENVIROFI catalogue available at [http://catalogue.envirofi.eu](http://catalogue.envirofi.eu).
27 [https://open.wien.at](https://open.wien.at)
28 [http://opendata.comune.fi.it](http://opendata.comune.fi.it)
The ENVIROFI-BIO app allows for the collection and provision of crowd-sourced biodiversity data, which can be a valuable supplement to official data from scientific repositories and open data sources. Users can either upload a new tree occurrence record taken in a location or create new observations on existing tree occurrence records (Fig. 4b). Collected observations can be cached offline for later synchronisation in areas with no network coverage. Environmental situation awareness is improved through provision of additional observations and feedback on existing data, making the available data more robust.

In order for this crowd-sourced biodiversity data to be useful, various quality assurance mechanisms must be in place (Bonter and Cooper, 2013). One approach for assuring the quality of observation data is a context-aware approach. The ENVIROFI-BIO app informs on the exact location of the user at the time of reporting an observation, as well as the time at which the observation was first reported. By comparing user–contributed data with existing data sources such as known species distributions, a plausibility of the reported species existing in the area can be calculated.

Species distribution information is only available for certain species, is not always completely reliable, and is prone to change due to additional factors such as human pressures and climate change. Additional spatial mechanisms were used for estimating the plausibility of a biodiversity occurrence record. In particular, we utilized a third-party, external web service called eHabitat (Dubois et al., 2013) that allowed us to assess the likelihood of finding equivalent ecological habitats, considering a wide range of variables that characterize these habitats. The eHabitat ecological modelling service let us determine the plausibility that a tree species occurrence could occur in the region reported by comparing it against the habitat and distribution of species known.

**Fig. 4.** Screenshots of the ENVIROFI-BIO app. (a) Objects of interest (trees) displayed in a map-based interface around user’s location; (b) Details of an object of interest, a tree, and the Add Observation button to insert a user observation about it; (c) Details of a user observation as an leaf image.
A recurring problem in biodiversity data is the inaccuracy of species naming. This is due mainly to changes in the taxonomy, ambiguity in common names, and difficulties in properly spelling Latin names. To circumvent this, all species identifications (currently available in German and Italian language since the app was tested in Vienna and Florence) reference a species ontology called TaxMeOn. When the user starts typing a name the app automatically provides species names from this ontology. The ontology entry selected provides the final species identification (See Species Name field in Fig. 4b).

4.1.2 ENVIROFI-BIO implementation architecture
The Biodiversity pilot is the most complex ENVIROFI application in terms of the number of involved Specific and Generic Enablers. The GEs, SEs and third-party, external components and services involved in the biodiversity application are shown in Fig. 5.

As explained earlier, the ENVIROFI-BIO app has been tested on three different locations to gain wider scale coverage. Each sub-pilot combined a core set of enablers (orange and purple boxes) with local services and open data servers (light blue boxes). For example, initial occurrence data for the first two use cases was provided by open data servers of Vienna and Florence. LTER data was imported from a file previously generated from the Monitoring and Research Information System (MORIS) database (Schtenz et al., 2005). Base maps for visualization purposes were provided by external services such as OGC WMS, OGC WFS and the Tile Map Service, which is used by Open Street Map (OSM) through Open Layers JavaScript client-side library. Additional background information was provided by the biodiversity ontology service and by Google’s elevation service. These three examples demonstrate the potential to reuse SEs in a generic way to build customized, enabled-based environmental applications at different scale.

To guarantee reusability of the data collected, the data models used were based on ISO standards from the ISO 191XX series of spatial data standards. The data models were slightly modified to allow for easy communication with mobile devices, but were kept aligned so that later conversion to the explicit ISO models is possible (Schleidt et al., 2013). Data surveyed by this app could be reused in other contexts such as INSPIRE (EC, 2007).

In terms of SEs (orange boxes) the central functionality is provided by the three GEO-VGI enablers:

- The Georeferenced Observation App SE (mobile app) provides users with a possibility to view existing observations and report new species occurrences and observations on these objects of interest. It facilitates the quality assurance process by highlighting new observations which need to be validated by the users;

- The Georeferenced Observation Collection Service SE (backed server) combines the observations provided by users with those provided by external data sources and other SEs, and coordinates the work of all other GEs, SEs and external services involved in this application; and

30 http://www.ldf.fi/schema/taxmeon/index.html
31 http://www.openstreetmap.org
32 https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/elevation/?hl=en
• The Georeferenced Observation Proxy SE assures the mobile application can be used in offline mode.

In addition to the plausibility check offered by the eHabitat service, the Environmental Image Sample Classification Service SE performs automatic identification based on images of leaves, as the leaf illustrated in Fig. 4c. This SE analyses the shape and coloration of a leaf image and returns a ranked list of possible species identifications. Combined with the eHabitat modelling service, which assesses the probability of the reported species occurrence in the local habitat, it demonstrates two techniques which can be jointly used for the automated quality assessment of observations.

In terms of GEs (purple boxes) the following GEs were integrated in the biodiversity pilot application:

• The Identity Management GE for user authentication and authorisation;
• The Pub/Sub Broker for exchanging of events (observations) between the Georeferenced Observation Proxy SE and the Georeferenced Observation App SE (mobile client application); and
• The Cloud Storage GE for storing and accessing large binary objects (images of trees).

In addition, we developed a proof-of-concept web mashup application to facilitate user-driven quality assurance of Biodiversity data. This application was realised using the Wirecloud GE—a web-based, graphical mashup tool to assemble web services and enablers—to demonstrate the feasibility and usability of combining GEs and SEs to quickly prototype operational environmental applications (Havlik et al., 2013a).

4.1.3 ENVIROFI-BIO the way ahead
ENVIROFI-BIO app represents a very popular class of crowdtasking or mobile VGI applications where mobile participants are provided with local situation awareness and asked to perform some simple tasks and contribute their own observations (Havlik et al., 2013b). Similar applications have been designed and deployed, for instance, to monitor citizens mobility patterns, fight illegal dumps, map street networks, and optimize traffic routing (Usländer et al., 2013; Havlik et al., 2014). The strength of designing this type of applications with the Future Internet technology stack can be summarized with three words: flexibility, reusability and market.

The ENVIROFI-BIO application prototype could be easily extended to support other environmental markets such as generic plant and animal tracking, monitor seasonal changes or invasive species. Possible applications in the biodiversity domain include for instance: educational applications where pupils are urged to discover certain species within a limited time frame and report their findings (a variant of the geocaching game); forestry and agriculture applications where users track the spread of invasive species, pests and infections; and administrative applications where a state of the inventory and need for actions in response to user input in the form of “this tree is about to fall” are managed with the help of a mobile app.
Fig. 5. Enabler-centric architecture view of ENVIROFI–BIO pilot application
The importance of the FI technology at the level of flexibility and reusability can be illustrated by means of three SEs related to geo-referenced observations:

- The Georeferenced Observation Collection Service SE implementation has been built on top of the CouchDB NoSQL database to allow more flexibility, compared to SQL based databases, at the level of a (changing) data model. This required some re-education of our developers, and we switched to CouchOne for improved scalability and support after the project end. The takeaway message was clear: NoSQL is a way to go for flexible crowdtasking/VGI applications that need to manage increasingly larger and more complex data sets.

- The Georeferenced Observation App SE has been implemented as a hybrid application where almost all of the code is written in JavaScript/HTML5, to avoid vendor lock at the level of the smartphone operating system. This proved to be a bigger asset than initially expected later on, as we realised that the same functionality can be re-used both on the Web (e.g. to realize the Wirecloud widgets and mashup applications) and even embedded in the existing applications (Dihé et al., 2013).

- Finally, the Georeferenced Observation Proxy SE accounted for geo-aware data or file synchronisation, which should, in our opinion, be part of the generic Future Internet enablers stack. Rather than fully implementing such SE from scratch, a proof of concept was realised using the existing multi-master synchronisation capability of the CouchDB/CouchOne.

As confirmed by our experiences with the development of the Personal Environmental Information System (PEIS33) application (Kobernus et al., 2012b) in the ENVIROFI project, and more recently with the development of the crowd tasking application for coordinating the work of ad-hoc volunteers in crisis situations (Sebald et al., 2014) and awareness rising in relation to matters of air quality (Lahoz, 2013), the functionality provided by these SEs is required in virtually all crowdtasking/VGI applications. Similar functionality could, in principle, be realised in a more conservative way using the combination of SQL, native GUI application, and application-specific caching. The use of the Future Internet technologies has resulted in a faster and more agile development in spite of the issues we encountered due to own inexperience with the new technology stack (Kobernus et al., 2012). Similar considerations apply to the GE used in the application. From the developers’ point of view, the possibility to use GE in own environmental applications without needing to develop, maintain or even install them on own servers is very convenient and – to a certain level – offsets the lack of the support for geospatial data in FI-WARE34.

Another very interesting aspect of the Future Internet technologies is the marketplace. In short, a marketplace is a specialised software catalogue which provides a simple way for a service or software owner to reach potential customers. Best known marketplaces are the ones for end users for Android and IOS apps, but the impact of a flourishing business to business (B2B) marketplace where

---

33 For further information and access to PEIS, please refer to the ENVIROFI catalogue available at http://catalogue.envirofi.eu/applications/personal-environmental-information-system.

34 We firmly believe that some basic geospatial operations, most notably the “find objects within a bounding box” will soon be included in (at least) the event-processing and data-access GE.
environmental data and services would be immediately visible and easily used by all potential customers on environmental informatics sector could be enormous.

Which brings us to environmental modelling and data fusion (and more generally data processing) SEs. In a previous section, we mentioned several SEs of this type which were mainly used to improve the quality of user-contributed data. No matter how the ICT sector develops in the future, many data centric applications will need environmental modelling, data fusion, and data processing tasks, for example to assess and predict the state of the environment and to take into account the human/environment interactions. Depending on the algorithms, data and processing needs, some of the processing SEs will conveniently fit in a single virtual machine on a cloud, other will be able to profit from the horizontal scaling capability of the cloud, and some will still require a dedicated supercomputer to minimise the latency between the nodes. In all three cases, the owners of such services are likely to profit from higher visibility of their offerings which can be achieved through FI-enabling applications in terms of SaaS and marketplace.

### 4.2 Marine Asset Management Decision Support Tool

The Marine Asset Management Decision Support Tool (MAST)\(^\text{35}\) is a web portal that specialises in the analysis of marine assets use cases which were developed in the project. The use cases were mainly focussed on Ocean Energy Asset Management, which aimed to advance maritime situational awareness in Galway Bay, Ireland. This is specifically achieved through reliably interpreting offshore ocean energy arrays related MeteoOcean observations into meaningful information for offshore operations and management. Offshore operations span from enabling cost effective maintenance of ocean energy structures at opportunistic time windows to identifying the best investment areas for the development of ocean energy generation arrays in the future.

In this scenario, enabling mechanisms for data integration, sharing and distribution become central. As similar EU initiatives such as the Blue Growth\(^\text{36}\) policy and the Marine Spatial Planning and the Marine Strategic Framework Directive\(^\text{37}\) underline, a key asset of MAST is the availability of marine Open Data via distributed data networks and Web APIs that act as message brokering and data mediators. This approach has a number of advantages for the marine observation community and marine science:

- Big Data (i.e. data from forecast models) is kept close to the producer and the moving of voluminous data representing geospatially-distributed fields over networks is minimised;

- On the distributed network when data is kept at source then updates to the data propagate quicker. For example if a National Ocean Data Centre is a node on the network the data from the centre is more likely to be up-to-date;

---


• Message brokering provides a single, consistent Web API to interact with several marine open data repositories; and

• Data mediation converts data from the sophisticated formats of Earth science to more familiar formats of the software development community, thus removing a technical barrier that had prevented the easy access to the marine science open data.

Figure 6 illustrates what can be achieved through marine open data repositories together with the distributed data network/brokering paradigm. The dashboard-like web portal displays live and forecast information for various physical environment parameters that are useful in determining the maritime situational awareness in Galway, Ireland. The data for the dashboard is supplied via sophisticated brokering, data fusion, and mediation enablers and made it available via Web APIs.

![Dashboard Image](image.jpg)

Fig. 6. Monitoring MeteoOcean conditions through MAST\textsuperscript{38}

It was possible to enhance data integration in the context of the MAST dashboard by fusing the outputs from various marine sensors and ocean models with other data sources. Data fusion and modelling enablers were crucial to assimilate in the marine pilot application. Two remarkable SEs for data fusion and modelling activities are worth mentioning. The Spatial Temporal Data Fusion SE returned KML files of fused sea surface temperatures from various sources such as in-situ and satellite observation data from weather buoy sensors in the Irish Seas. It implemented the OGC SPS interface to offer a standards based API. To complement it, the Download and Transcode Sensor Data SE allows to access and download data from different environmental data sources, and turns it into an OGC compatible data model.

\textsuperscript{38} [http://apps.marine.ie/galwaydashboard](http://apps.marine.ie/galwaydashboard)
The provisioning and sharing of marine situational awareness services was achieved through the use of a message brokering/data mediation SE called ERDDAP. It aimed to access the predicted weather and sea state data stemmed from ocean models through the earlier data fusion SEs. The ERDAPP SEs acts as a broker and provides observation data and valuable information (e.g. weather, and tidal conditions) from sensor networks and model forecasts (ocean and tide models). Resulting data can be made available through a number of channels such as the pan-European infrastructure for ocean and marine data management (SeaDataNet³⁹).

ERDDAP SE can serve data through different interfaces such as WMS, SOS and JSON⁴⁰. The presentation and visualisation of such data sets to the end user is made through several configurable widgets in the form of a dashboard web application (Fig. 6). The GUI for the dashboard was developed using JavaScript/HTML5. Again, the Identity Management GE may be used to handle the authentication and authorisation rules for the users to access to the MAST tool.

5. Conclusion and recommendations for future work

Our work on how Future Internet (through FI-WARE and ENVIROFI) supports the development of environmental applications has shown positive trends, but also highlighted some unresolved challenges. These are particularly for Earth Sciences and the development of environmental applications. In this section, we summarise our findings, discuss open issues and conclude with future recommendations.

5.1 Key findings

We perceive the Future Internet movement as a fruitful and promising opportunity to align the development of environmental applications with mainstream ICT solutions. Many of the GE from FI-WARE Cloud Hosting, Data Context management and the Security chapters are suitable for filling the (standardisation) gaps in the environmental domain area. Based on our own experience, the integration of the Future Internet enablers (i.e. GE and SE) in environmental ICT can substantially lower the development and exploitation costs of future environmental applications. The examples described in this paper demonstrate that the FI-WARE platform and its GE are not only well versed for developing applications in a wide range of domains and sectors, but that they are well suited to enhance existing technologies.

ENVIROFI SEs presented in this paper should be seen as a proof-of-concept demonstrating the feasibility and usability of using the FI-WARE technology in the environmental context. They significantly improve the inter-connection of environmental data with mainstream ICT, while at the same time presenting the applicability of generic and specific enablers in various environmental domains and across sectors. Many of the ENVIROFI services and enablers have also outlived the project and are used in various ways today. Some of the SEs, such as the Discovery Broker and the ERDDAP Access Broker and Mediator were already mature in 2013. The successful evaluation of ERDDAP in the ENVIROFI project led to its adoption by the

³⁹ http://www.seadatanet.org
⁴⁰ http://www.json.org
Maritime Affairs Unit of the EC-JRC in order to access global weather and ocean forecast data\(^1\). In the USA, NOAA recommended the ERDDAP technology to be used by the National Weather Service for the hosting of operational geospatial data\(^2\).

Other ENVIROFI enablers and technologies have been developed further through individual efforts of the ENVIROFI partners in other EU projects and initiatives. Most notably, the data web services providing ambient air quality information in Norway have been incorporated into several EU projects such as e.g. the EU FP7 project CITI-SENSE (Lahoz, 2013). These web services supply background data to the project and can be used as a benchmark to compare micro sensors that are being deployed in Oslo. Further, the predictive air quality modelling service (three day air quality modelling) that NILU developed as a support service for the PEIS application is being used to inform Oslo citizens about future air quality in their neighbourhoods. Additionally, the Wirecloud mashup platform and the Pub/Sub Context Broker were re-used by AIT in the CRISMA project alongside standard OGC services. These helped achieve the functionality and maturity of results well beyond our initial expectations (Havlik et al., 2015).

Furthermore, GEO-VGI enablers’ backend service has been further developed as the open source project “Ubcity”\(^3\) by the AIT (Pielorz et al., 2015). The concept of crowdtasking and the GEO-VGI front-end have been further extended and enhanced in cooperation with the Austrian Red Cross (Sebald et al., 2014). The resulting methodology with the concept of a crowdtasking service for crisis management is scheduled for testing by first responder organisations in the EU and Israel during 2016.

5.2 Challenges

It is important to understand that FIWARE does not offer a full replacement of the existing environmental information systems, due to its less strong support for geospatial data and processing. However, the GEs from FIWARE might offer stronger support for building environmental applications if the FIWARE Platform was complemented with SEs on geospatial data technology. For example, the lack of spatial-temporal event processing is likely to hinder the uptake of the, otherwise very usable, FIWARE event processing GEs in the environmental domain area. This issue cannot be fully addressed without extending this current GE to further functionalities for spatial-temporal event processing. Likewise, the FIWARE Platform does not support standardised geospatial analysis, prediction and modelling functions within the existing GEs for data management and processing. Even though some geospatial processing capability is provided by the GEs in the IoT chapter, their specifications overlap to some extent with those defined by a dedicated OGC Sensor Web interface for IoT working group\(^4\) as part of the OGC’s Sensor Web Enablement initiative.

This lack of coherent support for spatial-temporal processing is a major shortcoming of the current Future Internet solutions (van der Zee and Scholten, 2013; UN-GGIM, 2013; ITU, 2013), particularly since

\(^1\) https://bluehub.jrc.ec.europa.eu/erddap/index.html

\(^2\) pers com with Jeff de La Beaujardiere, NOAA Data Management Architect and Acting Director, Technology, Planning & Integration for Observations

\(^3\) http://ubicity.ait.ac.at:8080/portal/#/

\(^4\) http://www.opengeospatial.org/projects/groups/sweiotswg
geospatial data technologies are cross-cutting through several application domains. They must consequently be considered among the core building blocks of the computing utility vision for the Future Internet. While the recent introduction of GIS-related GE (e.g. GIS Data Provider GE) is very welcomed, application developers are still hindered by the lack of support for geospatial data and processing when using other GEs. Thus, the important task of GIS-enabling the Future Internet really remains in the hands of the environmental and geospatial ICT sector.

5.3 Recommendations

Critical voices may question the real value and impact of FI-WARE outside the uptake of the EC-funded projects such as ENVIROFI. However, recent strategic actions might improve this situation in the immediate future. The Open & Agile Smart Cities (OASC) initiative\(^\text{45}\) aims at combining the FI-WARE GE APIs with the CitySDK\(^\text{46}\) data models. In this way, cities are encouraged to adopt open standard APIs and data models developed by the CitySDK project. In this context, fifteen large European cities are investigating the adoption of the FI-WARE platform in order to create and develop Smart City solutions which combines APIs that FI-WARE GEs provide with cities offered data. The definitive uptake of the FI-WARE platform by the global market remains an open issue, but the strategic step to position FI-WARE as the envisioned Smart City Platform, where environmental and geospatial applications play a dominant role, deserves a much closer look.

The adoption of the FI business and application models can help us leverage the unused potential of open data stemming e.g. from citizens’ observatories and public cloud facilities. In our opinion, the uptake of new business models to exploit the next-generation of services and applications is a must for today’s environmental sector\(^\text{47}\). The Future Internet provides answers to fundamental challenges as described in section 1, such as societal expectations and legal requirements towards open government data, impacts on business models and data quality guarantees. In fact, the “FI way to go” that is indicated by the success of Big Data analytics, has been already anticipated by the environmental informatics community for a while: (1) by publishing your own data for public re-use; and (2) by improving your applications through the inclusion of all available and relevant open data. The fundamental and important change in the Future Internet which has recently occurred is the paradigm shift towards agile development, widespread re-use of data for different purposes, encouragement of machine to machine interoperability and data brokers, and the fusion of heterogeneous data as a common rule rather than an exception.
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